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Abstract. The paper presents a new online service for the dependency
parsing of Polish. Given raw text as input, the service processes it and
visualises output dependency trees. The service applies the parsing sys-
tem – MaltParser – with a parsing model for Polish trained on the Polish
Dependency Bank, and some additional publicly available tools.
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1 Introduction

Several language processing tasks, such as machine translation, question an-
swering or information extraction, may be successfully supported by depen-
dency parsing. A dependency-based syntactic representation transparently en-
codes the predicate-argument structure of a sentence, which seems to be essential
to generate a new sentence or extract relevant information. That is why depen-
dency parsing has become increasingly important in recent years (e.g., CoNLL
2006 [2] and CoNLL 2007 [10]).

Except for grammar-based dependency parsers, the manual creation of which
is very time-consuming and expensive, different data-driven approaches for de-
pendency parsing have been proposed. The best parsing results are achieved with
supervised techniques so far. Supervised dependency parsers trained on correctly
annotated data may achieve high parsing performance, even for languages with
relatively free word order, such as Czech [10], Russian [9] or Bulgarian [10].

This paper deals with the dependency parsing of Polish, which is another
language with free word order and rich morphology. We present a new online
service that processes raw text, annotates its sentences with dependency trees
and visualises results. The service applies the parsing system – MaltParser [11]–
with a parsing model for Polish trained on the Polish Dependency Bank [18],
and some additional publicly available tools.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces publicly available
achievements in the Polish dependency parsing. Section 3 describes the depen-
dency parsing module and the visualisation application. Section 4 concludes with
some ideas for future research.
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2 Dependency Parsing of Polish

The first Polish dependency parser was developed by Obrębski [12].1 This is
a rule-based parser that was tested against a small artificial test set and no wide-
coverage grammar seems to accompany the work. Regarding the idea of training
data-driven dependency parsers for Polish, some preliminary experiments are
presented in [19]. Results of these experiments show that it is possible to train
dependency parsing models for Polish with publicly available parser-generation
systems:MaltParser [11] andMSTParser [6]. The presented dependency parsing
models have been trained on dependency trees from the Polish Dependency Bank
(Pol. Składnica Zależnościowa [18]).

The Polish Dependency Bank consists of 8227 syntactically annotated sen-
tences,2 which have been semi-automatically derived from trees available in
the Polish constituency treebank (Pol. Składnica Frazowa [17]). Dependency
structures meet properties of valid dependency trees [5] and are labelled with
grammatical functions defined for Polish.3 Any dependency structure is anno-
tated as a tree with nodes corresponding to tokens in a sentence and arcs rep-
resenting dependency relations between two tokens. One of the related tokens
is the governor of a dependency relation, while the other one is its dependent.
An example of a Polish dependency tree is given in Figure 1.

root Teoretycznie George powinien więc być spokojny .
theoretically George should.3.sg.pres therefore be calm.sg.nom .

adjunct

subj

pred

adjunct

comp inf

pd

punct

Fig. 1. Dependency tree of the Polish sentence Teoretycznie George powinine więc być
spokojny. (Eng. ‘So theoretically, George should not worry.’).

A part of automatically converted dependency trees have been manually
corrected by a linguist experienced in the Polish syntax. The first 1,000 trees were
thoroughly checked for errors, and other trees were skimmed through focusing
on potentially reoccurring errors.4

1 This dependency parser seems to be not publicly available.
2 In comparison to dependency treebanks for other languages, e.g., for Czech PDT

[4], used to train dependency parsers, the size of the Polish treebank seems to be
relatively small and probably not sufficient to train high-coverage parsing models.
Despite this, since we do not have any larger set of training data yet, we will use
the Polish Dependency Bank for the purposes of the current work.

3 Description of Polish dependency relation types: zil.ipipan.waw.pl/
FunkcjeZaleznosciowe.

4 The partially corrected Polish Dependency Bank in CoNLL format (Składnica-
zależnościowa-0.5.conll.gz) is available on http://zil.ipipan.waw.pl/Składnica.
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Drawing on findings in training dependency parsing models presented in
[19], we repeat one of the described experiments. A Polish dependency parser
is trained on the entire partially corrected Polish Dependency Bank using Malt-
Parser parsing system [11]. The transition-based dependency parser uses a de-
terministic parsing algorithm5 that builds a dependency structure of an input
sentence based on transitions (shift-reduce actions) predicted by a classifier.
The classifier trained with the LIBLINEAR library [3] learns to predict the next
transition given training data and the parse history. The feature model is defined
in terms of token attributes, i.e., word form (form), part-of-speech tag (pos),
morphological features (feats), and lemma (lemma) available in input data, or
dependency types (deprel) extracted from partially built dependency graphs
and updated during parsing.

PolishMaltParser trained on the entire Polish Dependency Bank is evaluated
against a set of 50 manually annotated sentences (17.8 tokens/sentence) taken
from Polish magazines. The performance of the Polish MaltParser is evaluated
with two standard metrics: labelled attachment score (LAS)6 and unlabelled at-
tachment score (UAS).7 Polish MaltParser tested against the set of 50 manually
annotated sentences achieves 64.8% LAS/71.3% UAS.8

3 Parsing and Visualisation

Driven by the idea of making results of Polish MaltParser publicly available, we
have prepared an online platform that allows any Internet user to input raw text
that will be tagged, dependency parsed and displayed in a way convenient for
perception and evaluation. To that end, a number of tools has been employed:

– Multiservice [13] [14],9 a Web Service integration platform for Polish linguis-
tic resources,
– Pantera [1], a morpho-syntactic rule-based Brill tagger of Polish,
– brat rapid annotation tool [16], an online environment for collaborative text

annotation.

From the technical point of view, the dependency service is implemented as
a component of Multiservice system, which provides a framework for different

5 Since Polish dependency trees may be non-projective, the built-in stackeager pars-
ing algorithm [8] is used in the experiment.

6 Labelled attachment score (LAS) – the percentage of tokens that are assigned a cor-
rect head and a correct dependency type.

7 Unlabelled attachment score (UAS) – the percentage of tokens that are assigned
a correct head.

8 The test sentences are much longer and more complex than sentences in the Polish
Dependency Bank. [19] report that the Polish MaltParser results are significantly
better – 84.7% LAS and 90.5% UAS, if the parser is evaluated against unseen sen-
tences from the Polish Dependency Bank, which seem to be much simpler.

9 Multiservice with an integrated dependency parsing module is publicly available on
glass.ipipan.waw.pl/multiservice.
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NLP-tools to work together. Multiservice uses Apache Thrift [15] as a basis to
setup communication between various daemons10 wrapping previously offline
resources in a flexible chain of linguistic tools. As a result, the application can
automatically go through all the steps from raw text to a desired output (e.g.,
dependency trees). Apart from providing access to linguistic resources via net-
work, daemons have to translate the incoming Thrift data into an input format
required by the wrapped tool and then do the opposite conversion for output. In
order to connect dependency parsing to the Multiservice platform, Dependency-
ParserService has been created. This service uses the MaltParser system with
a pre-trained model to parse input sentences. Moreover, DependencyParserSer-
vice reformats incoming and outgoing data between Thrift objects and CoNLL
format [2]. The structure of Thrift object had also been modified to make it
capable of containing dependency relations.

SinceMaltParser requires sentences to be morpho-syntactically tagged before
parsing, Pantera tagger integrated into the Multiservice platform fulfils this
requirement. Since Multiservice is designed to use one communication protocol
for all services, dependency parsing relies on this specific tagger only insofar as it
is the only one tagger already integrated intoMultiservice. Should another tagger
become available, it can replace the current one or the user may be allowed to
freely choose the source from which DependencyParserService would commence.

Finally, once a network based solution for the dependency parsing of Polish
was ready, the only remaining task was to visualise dependency trees. At the be-
ginning we intended to useMaltEval11 [7] to visualise dependency trees. However,
bringing the Java-based software to web environment wasn’t straightforward, so
we did not integrate it into the service. Meanwhile, we became aware of the re-
cursively acronymised brat [16], which among other things has been used to
visualise CoNLL-X Multilingual Dependency Parsing task data [2]. The brat
tool seems to be flexible enough to be seamlessly embedded into the Multiser-
vice’s Django-based web-page server. The final result is a simple web-service
bringing visualised results of the dependency parsing of Polish in the form of
user-friendly readable trees (see example in Figure 2).

4 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented the online Polish dependency parsing service. The service
processes raw input text, annotates sentences with dependency trees, and then
visualises results. Integration of different NLP-components and the visualisation
application was not a trivial task, but made it possible to present the function-
ality of the Polish dependency parsing to a wider audience. The dependency
parsing service is freely available for research and educational purposes.

So far the online platform only enables dependency parsing of Polish sen-
tences using MaltParser with one preloaded parsing model. We suppose it could

10 Daemons are computer programs running as background processes, e.g., on a server.
11 an evaluation tool for dependency parsers developed by the authors of MaltParser.
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Fig. 2. Screenshot of the visualisation of the dependency tree previously presented in
Figure 1.

be useful to be able to compare trees produced by different dependency pars-
ing models or even different parsers. This requires expanding capabilities of
the dependency parser service to allow simultaneous processing of a sentence by
multiple dependency parsers. Furthermore, in order to let users see differences
between multiple dependency trees at a glance, custom modificantions to brat
visualisations need to be provided. Hence, we also plan to train Polish parsing
models that will cover more linguistic facts than the current model.

Another possible path to explore is to tap brat’s annotation capabilities and
allow users to send feedback on generated results, which would lessen the work-
load required to train better models of Polish dependency parsing thanks to
the online platform’s ease of use.
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